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In full majestic glory, comes the launch of Reel LinKing™, a 5x3 reel, 
20 win-line slot game from the iconic and highly popular Reel King™ 
brand.

Featuring the franchise’s much-loved and well-renowned protagonist, 
the Reel King, this latest instalment has a nostalgic appeal to it. 
Its classic slot symbols combined with high quality graphics offers 
players an easy-to-play, unique and entertaining iGaming experience. 

Reel LinKing encompasses Inspired’s popular Win & Spin mechanic, 
with fun Dings that light the game’s reels from left to right. When all 
reels are lit yellow, the player will commence their winning streak and 
enter the Reel King bonus and play the game’s ubiquitous Gamble 
Wheels, where players can gamble their winnings or be in with a 
chance to win Reel LinKing coins. Players can win up to a staggering 
500x their bets in the Reel King Bonus.

If a player lands six coins in the base game however, they will enter 
the Reel LinKing bonus, where they are awarded three lives with 
sticky coins.  A stack of coins creates a Reel King and a chance to 
attain up to five Reel Kings for a Royal Win, with potentially lucrative 
cash pay-outs. 

Available online and on mobile.

WIN LINES

 � All games are played with 20-win lines. 
 � Wins can occur across any or all the win lines.
 � Only the highest award is paid per winning combination. 
 � Wins of different played lines are added.
 � All wins pay left to right across adjacent reels, starting with the leftmost reel.

TECHNICAL
INFORMATION

REELS
5x3

WIN LINES
20

MIN BET
(£, €, $): 0.10

RTP
95%

MAX WIN
(£, €, $): 250,000

MAX BET
(£, €, $): 100

LIT REELS - “DINGS”

 � During the base game up to five reels will light yellow with a “Ding!” sound 
upon landing. 

 � Dings occur from left to right consecutively, starting from the leftmost reel. 
 � Achieving five yellow reels triggers the Reel King bonus feature. 

COINS

 � The coin symbol is present on all reels. 
 � Each coin symbol displays a random value. 
 � When six or more coins land in view, they trigger the Reel LinKing feature. 

REEL KING FEATURE

 � Between one and five Reel King characters will appear over the reels.
 � Reel Kings collect any coins on their reels.
 � Each Reel King will spin his reels, with the following prizes available for 

winning combinations. 
 � When a Reel King spins to a losing combination, he disappears. 



REEL LINKING FEATURE

 � Normal symbols fade away and only the coins that 
triggered the feature remain. 

 � The normal reels are replaced with special reels 
containing only coins and blanks.

 � Players start with three re-spins, where coins are held 
during each re-spin. 

 � A new coin landing in view will set the re-spins back to 
three. 

 � Stack three coins on a reel to have them collected by a 
new Reel King.

 � When re-spins reach zero, all remaining coins in view are 
collected.

 � Each King in view will spin his reels and disappear on a 
losing spin.

 � If the Reel King feature is activated at the same time, 
extra coins are added. 

GAMBLE

 � The gamble can be configured to be on. On if the win is greater than or equal to 
5x stake, or off. 

 � If the gamble is on, any winnings awarded during the game will offer the gamble 
feature. 

 � If the gamble is on and if the win is greater than or equal to 5x stake, any 
winnings greater than or equal to 5x stake awarded during the game, will offer 
the gamble feature. 

 � When the gamble is entered, two wheels are presented. The left wheel offers 
the chance to increase the winnings by one third, double the winnings, or triple 
the winnings.

 � The right wheel offers the chance to win Reel LinKing coins. The win value can 
be adjusted by pressing the ‘_’ and ‘+’ arrows, this in turn will adjust the winning 
and losing segments of the wheel. 

 � Press either wheel during the feature to gamble your winnings and spin the 
pointer.

 � If the pointer stops on the green segment, the cash value or Reel LinKing coins 
are awarded.

 � If the pointer stops on the red segment, the player loses their winnings and 
exits to the base game. 

 � Winnings can be gambled up to a maximum win amount of £250,000.00. Once 
the maximum win amount is reached, winning are automatically collected and 
the gamble will be exited.

 � A maximum of 12 Reel LinKing coins can be achieved in the gamble for Reel 
LinKing coins wheel. Once this is reached, the Reel LinKing coins wheel is 
disabled, while the player is still able to gamble on the Cash wheel. 

 � Press the ‘COLLECT’ button during the feature to collect your winnings. 
 � The expected payback for the gamble is 100%.
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